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Alasdair decides to decide if he likes Adam Roberts.
~

I don't get Adam Roberts.
  

It's not that I think he's a bad writer; far from
it. The novels of his that I've read (Polystom,
Swiftly, and Yellow Blue Tibia) have all been
quite accomplished works, with meticulously
constructed characters, impressive prose
constructions and clever allusions to the
history of science fiction. When you sit down
with one of his books, you're going to give
your mind a workout.

  
My problem is that, for whatever reason, he's
never clicked with me. Part of that is due to
simply not understanding what his novels are
trying to accomplish. I have no problems
reading books written mainly to articulate
themes (heck, isn't that the reason any of us
read science fiction?), but when I can't figure
out what those themes being articulated are,
it feels like I've been left out of some great
joke. It also doesn't help when I swing by the
SF blogs and ezines and see people
rhapsodizing over works that left me cold (this
was particularly the case with Yellow Blue Tibia, which the SF community declared to be
a great comedy that played with the inner rationales of SF, but which I thought was a
weird, meandering blob that took far too many liberties with Soviet history).

  
With all this on my mind, when I grabbed an old copy of Roberts' first novel, Salt
(2000) a few weeks ago, I promised myself that I would read it without reading any
reviews, discussions, author's notes, and the like, solely to see if I could figure it out on
my own. From there, I would try to figure out once and for all if I liked Adam Roberts.

  
For once, I kept a promise.

  
Oh Brave New World, That Raises My Blood Pressure So.

  
The story of Salt is one of the great ur-plots of science fiction: the colonization of an
alien world. This time around, the brave new world is the planet "Salt," a barely-
habitable place some fifty light-years away filled with great salt deserts, small briny
seas, scruddy little plants, and atmosphere sizzling with chlorine. There's no vulcanism,
no moon, not much of a magnetic field, and a trifle of an ozone layer. While the book is
set in the future, when wonderful technology abounds, Salt is the sort of place where
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you have to work all the time just to keep the bare essentials of life running.
  

Of course, since the place is being colonized by humans, everything eventually goes to
hell and descends into bloody war.

  
To chronicle the decline of the Salt colonial project, Roberts gives us two unreliable
narrators, each of whom serves as a sort of leader/mouthpiece/Platonic Ideal for their
respective society. Our first narrator is Petja, of the Als people, a society settled in the
north of Salt that seems to operate under a sort of participatory anarchism. There is no
real government or social hierarchy naturally, while advanced technology has made the
specialization and division of labor mostly obsolete. Instead, everyone is assigned a
place in a "rota" system, with people being able to pick any job, do it for a few months,
then move on to another one. At any rate, work only takes up about a quarter of the
waking day, leaving the rest of the time open for leisure and free love. No drugs,
surprisingly enough. As for Petja himself, he's very much a product of his society, and
has no real qualms with it, the occasional complaints of his "rigidist" tendencies
nonwithstanding. In the initial chapters, his sections of the book tend to be the most
interesting, with philosophical musings on the landscape of Salt, the efforts of the
Alsians to create arable land and clean water, and the innate foolishness of hierarchical
societies.

  
However, not everyone colonizing Salt is pleased with the ways of the Als, chief among
them being Belari, president of the Senaar people in the south. In contrast to Petja,
Belari's sections reveal far more about Belari than his society. His voice is the voice of a
triumphalist narrator, one who operates under a variant of the old Whig model, with
every step taken a step towards the glorious future and a greater Senaar. His
discussion of the growth of Senaar from a landing site into a city focuses mostly on
technology and megaprojects, resulting in some odd sections discussing the birth of
Senaar's television broadcast system. Belari depicts himself as honest, selfless,
humble, a hardworking servant of the Senaari people and a man of God. He considers
music the highest form of art, and repeatably declares that the union of various noted
into a single harmony is the ideal of Senaari civilization. He fulminates against his
domestic enemies, and sees the Alsians as little more that terrorists.

  
Oh, and he's totally not gay for men in uniform.

  
Smarty-Pants Analysis Time

  
By now, it should be pretty damned obvious what Roberts has done. Salt is, in a
nutshell, what happens when two visions of science fiction are forced to interact with
one another. The Als, with their anarchism and experimental new forms of human
interaction, are drawn from New Wave sources, while the hierarchical technocrats of
the Senaari harken back to the golden age of Joseph Campbell and classic American
sci-fi. In essence, it's a cage match between Ursula LeGuin and Jerry Pournelle. (I like
to call it "LeGuin vs. Pournelle: The 'Rassle on NaCl", mostly because I'm an idiot.)

  
However, when two diametrically opposed viewpoints share the same planet, conflict in
inevitable. To make matters worse, neither side ever makes an effort to understand the
other. The Senaari, bound by their manifest destiny to spread the good news and
Senaari benevolence worldwide, start planning for war with the Alsians over the issue
of some children fathered by Senaari men during the voyage to Salt that their fathers
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want back. The Als, by contrast, contribute to the decay of the situation by basically
ignoring everything outside their society. As Petja continues narrating his side of the
story, it becomes quite clear that the Alsians aren't so much compassionate as
narcissistic. Petja himself routinely declares issues under discussion to be "boring" and
unilaterally abandons whatever conversation he's in. While he does show more interest
in the outside world than Belari, he always seems to observe from a great distance,
with his inner urges seesawing between the ideal of detachment and a desire to
consume. The point is driven home in the middle of the book, to phrase it as
euphemistically as possible, where it is suggested that free love is fundamentally
incompatible with women's rights.

  
At the end of the day, both societies drag each other down. The Senaari reclaim the
"kidnapped" Senaari children in a punitive raid on the Als. In response, some Alsians
start a campaign of terror bombing against the Senaari, prompting the Senaari to
invade Als and carpet bomb their home city. What follows is the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan IN SPACE, with the Senaari struggling to hold on to their new territory in
the face of local and foreign opposition, while Petja takes up the mantle of sociopathic
terrorist and starts blowing the crap out of anything Senaari he can get his hands on.

  
Really, That's It?

  
So, Salt is a clever book that plays with sci-fi tropes and prompts the reader to
reexamine a few personal beliefs. And to top it off, I understood what Roberts was
doing throughout the book.

  
However, I didn't like it.

  
While puzzling out the meaning of Salt while preparing this review, it occurred to me
that my main issue with the book was one that ran through Roberts' bibliography. At
heart, his books are very dry. There's a sense in each of the books of his that I've read
that everything was meticulously thought out, carved, and posed just so. He doesn't so
much give birth to new worlds as construct mobiles. Most of the other "idea" authors
that I read tend to spice up their concepts by alternately wrong-footing and horrifying
the reader (Richald Calder, K. J. Parker), or by infusing the world with vibrant surreality
(Michael Swanwick). With Roberts, what you see is what you get. Everything just slots
into place and arrives where you think it will. It's not "bad", but it won't set your soul
on fire.

  
So, at the end of the day, I actually don't like Adam Roberts. Respect him, sure. Enjoy
his blog, absolutely. Sadly, his books will remain a pleasure beyond my grasp.
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